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Mailing Comments on the 22nd Mailing:
Cover, Ted White:
The Amateur Effer:Null-Q press is better than qwertyuiopress.
Sagana/Pillycock/Dagon, John Boardman: I just can’t imagine John Boardman at the age 
of 15 or soo Maybe as a radical intellectualized college student, but certainly never 
younger than 20 or so, You might be interesting in The Undying Night, current Mon
arch book by George H, Smith9 which is a bitter attack on Ayn Rand and her philosophy. 
The vi|lain of the book is under the influence of a woman patterned after Rand her
self who spouts the Objectivism at every chance. Let me acanend that; she spouts an 
extract of the Randian Doctrine whenever she can. After reading several parts out of 
context to rich, he said that it did sound a great deal like what she has written, I 
don’t really know that this is sos all I’ve read of Rand was "AnthemJ'

Some Cuban refugees built a mortar and chucked a bomb at the UN today, it seems,. 
Some sort of a cue, all these exiles started yelling and the cops grabbed a woman try
ing to get into the UN to take a swipe at Che Guevara.. Oh well...
First Draft#39, Dave Van Arnam:This is the first time you’ve missed a mailing, seeing 
as how you said that FD#39 is published for apa L, Poetry is not not discussed by 
SF Fans. Rather, so many of us write/wrote it that it is a subject with an infinite n 
number of reactions. Let me rephrase that: It gets a lot of reactions from each per
son who writes about it. This thing down here, now, doesn’t mean too much; it’s the 

first thing I’ve tried to do in a long time, 
i, ® . - at least since last march. Can you pick up
The time of the now its. thread Dave?
No time for creation ..................... , . .. .. .....
But rather for the creation of soul : Arniniel^3, Goodman: Much liked 
Where there is life and learning :The poetry of Susan Prattj bring her
Of death and forgettfulness :to a meeting. Yes? You are a copycat.
There is nothing save the sands of now°...................
Trickling into the seas of dead fire 
That are the zealous learners.

0P0#22, Lupoffs:The Scithers Plan seems workable, and I say YES to whatever I think 
is yesable. You grab me hard.
Gollysnotch, brown and McInerney:Goshs an uncommentable commentless commenting.
Degler h/25, Me: I’ve finally gotten rid of the creaseini the middle of the'paper. This 
Degler! will, unfortunately, be back to one page.3 hours sleep, 3 tests today. Tired.



Judged winner of the DELTA PRIZE for fiction by Mary CcCarthy
Leslie Fielder
Walter Van Tilburg Clark
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